We compute the supersymmetric partition function on L(r, 1)×S 1 , the lens space index, for 4d gauge theories related by supersymmetric dualities and involving non simply-connected groups. This computation is sensitive to the global properties of the underlying gauge group and to discrete theta angle parameters and thus distinguishes versions of dualities differing by such. We explicitly discuss N = 1 so(N c ) Seiberg dualities and N = 4 su(N c ) S-dualities.
Introduction
Supersymmetric partition functions are a rare example of QFT quantities which one can compute exactly. Although the set of these quantities is quite limited, they provide easily accessible and non trivial information about non-perturbative dynamics of supersymmetric theories. For example, in the case that the manifold on which the supersymmetric partition function is computed is M 3 × S 1 , it has the physical meaning of counting certain protected objects in the field theory, i.e, it is an index.
In this paper we will be interested in a very specific example of such an index where the 3d manifold M 3 is taken to be the lens space, L(r, 1) [1] . The r = 1 case, L(1, 1) = S 3 , is the supersymmetric index [2, 3] and was studied in much detail in recent years. The supersymmetric index encodes information about the protected spectrum at the fixed point of the theory, which in the case of theories with a known UV weakly coupled description can be deduced from group theory considerations alone. In some cases assuming the global symmetries of a theory and some robust information about the dynamics, e.g., the behavior at the cusps of the moduli space, is sufficient to fix this index completely [4, 5] . On the other hand the index has provided a set of highly non-trivial checks of conjectured dualities: if several different looking theories are supposed to describe the same physics, either for any scale or just in the IR, their supersymmetric indices ought to agree [6] . Indeed, the indices have been found to agree for many of the putative dualities. For example, the indices of Seiberg IR dualities [7] have been checked to agree in [8, 9 ], Gaiotto's N = 2 dualities [10] have been checked in [11, 12] , and N = 4 S-dualities in [11, 13] . Moreover, these indices can be checked to agree with computations using dual holographic descriptions of the gauge theories [3, 14, 15, 16] .
The computation of the (S 3 × S 1 ) supersymmetric indices of gauge theories is sensitive only to the Lie algebra associated with the gauge group. In particular it is insensitive to the global properties of the group, e.g. the indices of SU (N ) and SU (N )/Z N theories are identical. However, the global structure of the group is believed to be important in supersymmetric dualities. For example, the N = 4 S-duality relates a gauge theory with gauge group G with another gauge theory with Langlands dual gauge group G L : e.g., if the former is G = SU (N ) then the latter is G L = SU (N )/Z N . Recently, the authors of [17] have thoroughly analyzed the implications of different global structures of the gauge groups in known supersymmetric dualities. 1 In particular, it was argued in [17] that some 1 In this paper we will assume familiarity with the results of [17] , and will not review them in detail here.
of the conjectured dualities depend on this global structure in quite a non-trivial way.
For example, when the gauge group is not simply connected 2 one may introduce certain discrete theta angles, and these may map in an interesting way under dualities. The choice of discrete theta angles is closely related to the choice of line operators one includes in the theory, which was also discussed in [18] . The details of the dependence of the 4d dualities on the global properties of the gauge group are also crucial to understanding aspects of 3d dualities following from them [19] . It would be thus beneficial to have a simple computational tool which will be sensitive to global structure of the gauge groups and will give us an indication whether the dualities of [17] might be correct.
Here the lens space index with r > 1 comes onto the stage. For r > 1 the manifold L(r, 1) has a non-contractible cycle, and as a result it can support non-trivial principal bundles, which are distinguished by certain characteristic classes. The global structure of the gauge group then enters in which bundles we allow, and how their contribution is weighed in the path integral by the various discrete theta angles. As a result, the lens indices of theories with different such global structures are, in general, different. This gives us a practical tool to probe the dualities discussed in [17] . The main goal of this paper is thus to test the predictions of [17] through lens space index computations: in all the cases where we have performed the computation, the lens space index is found to be consistent with these dualities.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we review the computation of the lens space index, including new ingredients that must be accounted for when the gauge group is not simply connected. In section 3 we consider the simplest example of G = SU (2) and SO(3) in more detail, demonstrating the computation and applying it to test N = 4 Sduality and SO(3) Seiberg duality. In section 4 we consider general so(N c ) Seiberg duality, in particular performing a check of the precise mapping between the various versions of these theories explained in [17] . In section 5 we consider N = 4 S-duality for su(N ) Lie algebras, and perform additional checks of the matching of the indices. We finish in section 6 by briefly discussing our results. An appendix contains additional technical details. The manuscript is complemented by a Mathematica notebook for computing lens indices for the general classes of theories discussed in the bulk of the paper.
The lens space index
In this section we review the ingredients of the matrix model computing the lens space index, i.e., the partition function on the space L(r, 1) × S 1 , where L(r, 1) is the lens space. The path integral computing this partition function localizes onto flat connections for the dynamical and background gauge fields. These can be organized into contributions from various principal bundles, which may enter the partition function with various phases depending on the choice of discrete theta angles, as in [17] . We will see that, unlike the ordinary supersymmetric index, the lens space index is capable of distinguishing theories differing only by the global structure of the gauge group, e.g., with different discrete theta angles.
The lens space
To start, let us review some relevant facts about the lens space. The lens space L(p, q),
for relatively prime positive integers p and q, can be defined as a quotient of S 3 under the following Z p action:
(z 1 , z 2 ) → (e 2πi q/p z 1 , e −2πi/p z 2 ) , (2.1)
where we think of S 3 as the subset of (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ C 2 satisfying |z 1 | 2 + |z 2 | 2 = 1. This action has no fixed points and so defines a smooth quotient manifold. We will be interested in the case q = 1, and will adjust our notation to L(r, 1) to avoid confusion with some of the standard index notations introduced below. In this case the Z r action rotates the fibers of a Hopf fibration of S 3 . From now on by the "lens space" we will mean the space L(r, 1)
for some r ≥ 1.
It will be crucial in this paper that, for r > 1, the lens space is not simply connected, having fundamental group Z r . We will denote a cycle which generates this group by γ. This is a torsion cycle satisfying γ r = 1. A natural way to think about γ is from the quotient description of the lens space. Namely, it can be taken as the image of a path in S 3 connecting two points in the same orbit. Thus a fiber of the Hopf fibration of S 3 projects to a (contractible) r fold cover of γ. The presence of the cycle γ means that the lens space index is sensitive to the global structure of the gauge group, as we will see explicitly in what follows.
Lens space index for free fields
Let us now review the computation of the lens space index, i.e., the supersymmetric partition function on L(r, 1) × S 1 , derived in [1] . One can compute the lens space index in two different ways: first as a partition function on L(r, 1) × S 1 , and second as a counting problem over Hilbert space on L(r, 1). Although in what follows the former way of thinking will be more relevant for us, let us first describe the computation as a counting problem since it is quite intuitive. We will first review the contributions to the index from free fields, and then in the next sub-section describe how to compute the lens index of a general gauge theory.
We start with the case r = 1, corresponding to L(1, 1) ∼ = S 3 . To conform to the usual notations in the literature, we will refer to the r = 1 case as the "supersymmetric index,"
whilst for general r we will refer to the L(r, 1) × S 1 supersymmetric partition function as the lens (space) index. The supersymmetric index is defined by [2, 3] :
Here j 1 and j 2 are the Cartan generators of the SU (2) 1 × SU (2) 2 isometry of the sphere, R is the U (1) R charge, and the charges µ a correspond to the Cartan (U (1)) generators of global symmetries. The parameters p, q and u a on which the index depends are fugacities which couple to these global symmetries. The chemical potential β couples to
where E is the energy (in conformal theories this is related by the state/operator map to the conformal dimension) and where we choose Q to be the supersymmetry generator with (j 1 , j 2 ) = (− 1 2 , 0) and R = −1. The index thus is actually independent of β, since j 1 ± j 2 − R 2 and µ a commute with Q. The charges j 1,2 correspond to momentum along two different Hopf fibers of S 3 . Since our supercharge Q has zero j 2 charge, we can consistently quotient by rotations along this Hopf fiber to obtain the lens index for r > 1, as we will see in a moment.
We now compute the supersymmetric indices of free fields. The index of a single chiral superfield is given by [8] 
Here R is the R-charge of the field and µ a are its charges under the global U (1) symmetries.
The function on the right-hand side is the elliptic Gamma function
The numerator in the elliptic Gamma function appearing in (2.4) comes from fermionic modes and the denominator from bosonic ones. The double infinite products corresponds to two derivatives contributing to the index (with charges (j 1 , j 2 ) = (
2 )). Note that the index of a chiral field has a natural factorization
This splitting has a simple physical meaning. The derivatives of a free scalar field contributing to the index with weight X have the following contribution to the single particle
The two summands in the last equality come from states with, respectively, non-negative and negative values of the j 2 charge. This is the momentum along the Hopf fiber (preserved by our choice of the supercharge) of S 3 , i.e., the momentum around the cycle γ after the orbifold projection. Now let us consider the lens space index for r > 1. Recall that the lens space is given by a quotient of S 3 by a rotation of 2π/r along the Hopf fiber. Thus to obtain the lens space index, we must first perform a projection onto states which survive under this identification. The contribution to the j 2 charge from the orbital angular momentum of these states is a multiple of r. Thus a scalar contributes to the single particle index a factor of X 1 − p q 8) and the index of a chiral multiplet on the L(r, 1) × S 1 is then
(2.9)
In addition to counting states which are invariant under the orbifold projection, one can also consider states which transform by a non-trivial phase.
3 Namely, we can consider a chiral field with unit charge under a U (1) u symmetry for which, in addition to the fugacity u, we also turn on a non trivial holonomy around the non-contractible cycle γ.
Specifically, in taking the field around γ, it acquires a phase e 2πim r , (0 ≤ m < r). Thus, in presence of such a holonomy the projection on the modes of the scalar field is now that the charge j 2 has to be equal m (mod r). Since the index of a chiral field gets contribution from a scalar and from the fermion in the complex conjugate multiplet the projection on fermions contributing to the index is to states with j 2 charge equal −m (mod r). 4 All in all, the index of a chiral field in presence of a holonomy becomes
Note that the holonomy breaks the symmetry between p and q which we had until now since for general values of m the projection on non-negatively and negatively charged states is different. The factor I 0 (m, u) is the zero point energy which has to be introduced in presence of non-trivial m since the vacuum here acquires a charge. If the symmetry for which we turn on a non trivial holonomy has no anomalies (global or local), the contribution to the zero point energy of a single chiral is given by [1] ,
In cases when the symmetry for which we turn on the holonomy has an anomaly, more care is to be exercised. In this paper we will not consider holonomies for global symmetries, and any local symmetry is anomaly free, so the above expression will be the relevant one for us.
3 When the symmetry in question is gauged, as in the next subsection, we must also include these states in the index, analogous to the "twisted sectors" one must include when performing an orbifold projection. 4 Note that this was not implemented in [1] and the expressions for the free fields there are slightly different from the ones appearing here. 5 The factorization into a product of two elliptic Gamma functions here is akin to the factorization into blocks of the 3d index [20, 21] (see also [22] ) as can be seen by taking r → ∞ limit.
One can repeat the same analysis for the lens space index of a free vector field with the result being
Here u is a fugacity for a U (1) component of the Cartan. The zero point energy for the vector field is given by [1] ,
From the contributions of the vector and the matter fields we can build the lens space index of any gauge theory.
Lens space index of a gauge theory
Above we constructed the lens space index for a free field by starting with the result for r = 1 and performing a projection in the Hilbert space of the theory on S 3 × S 1 onto states invariant under the Z r action defining L(r, 1), allowing also "twisted" states which transform by a phase under this action. One could also obtain this result in the path integral language by localization. In that case, one finds that the partition function on L(r, 1) × S 1 for a gauge theory with gauge group G localizes onto flat connections, where the "twisted" states correspond to the connections with non-trivial holonomies around the cycle γ [1] . The contribution from a given flat connection is given by the index for the free fields of the theory in this background, which was presented above. Let us now discuss how one performs the sum over the contributions from all of these flat connections to obtain the lens index of a gauge theory. Throughout this paper we assume that G is connected.
The flat connections are labeled by two holonomies around the two cycles of L(r, 1) × S 1 : the lens cycle γ and the temporal S 1 . We label the two holonomies by g and h,
respectively, which are elements of the gauge group G, considered up to simultaneous conjugation. In order that these determine a homomorphism from the fundamental group of L(r, 1) × S 1 to G, we must have:
Considering g and h up to simultaneous conjugation by an element of G, this leaves a discrete set of choices for g. Namely, we may always assume g is in a chosen maximal torus of G, and write: 15) where r G is the rank of G, and we expand g in the generators of the maximal torus. In general there will still be a continuous set of choices for h. We will denote the contribution to the index from flat connections defined by g and h as I g, h ; it is given by a product of the free field indices of the previous sub-section. In case that the group G is simply connected any solution (g, h) to the second condition in (2.14) is equivalent under simultaneous conjugation to a solution where g and h are both in the maximal torus of G, so without loss we may consider such solutions. Then the holonomies g can be parameterized by a set of integers {m i }, i = 1, ..., r G , as above, and the index takes the following form 16) where
We use the usual short-hand notation f ( In the case of non-simply connected groups, it is no longer the case, in general, that any two elements g and h which commute can be simultaneously conjugated to maximal torus [23] . 6 The problem can be phrased as follows. Let G be the simply connected covering group of G, and let H be a subgroup of the center of G such that G ∼ = G/H.
Then we can pick lifts g and h in G of g and h, and define:
Since this projects to the identity in G, ν is an element of H. Moreover, since H is a subgroup of the center of G, we see that changing the lifts by an element of H does not affect ν. Those commuting pairs (g, h) which can be simultaneously conjugated to the maximal torus of G correspond to ν = 1, but there may also be solutions for nontrivial ν, and these cannot be conjugated to the maximal torus. We will refer to pairs (g, h) corresponding to non-trivial ν as "almost commuting pairs" following the notations of [24, 23, 25] .
As an example of a solution with non-trivial ν, take G = SO(3), so that G = SU (2), and consider:
Then one can see that g h = − h g, so that these elements do not commute in SU (2), but their images in SO(3) ∼ = SU (2)/{±1} will commute. In this particular example, as we will show in the next section, any solution with ν = −1 can be conjugated to the pair of elements above, but in general there will be a moduli space of gauge-inequivalent solutions for each choice of ν. We will describe the solutions to (2.18) explicitly for the cases G = SO(N ) and G = SU (N )/Z d as we consider them in the following sections. See [25, 24] for a discussion of the solutions of this equation for an arbitrary Lie group G.
Next we must describe the contribution to the lens index from a flat connection with almost commuting holonomies g and h. Recall that above the contributions of different fields were given by decomposing the fields into components corresponding to the weight spaces of the relevant representations of the gauge group. In the present case, since the holonomies g and h do not both lie in the maximal torus, their action on the usual weight basis will not be diagonal. However, provided the relevant representations are good representations of G (as opposed to G), there will be some basis in which the action of both g and h is diagonal.
Let us return to the example of G = SO (3), and consider a chiral multiplet in the spin-1 representation. In this representation, the elements in (2.19) commute in G, and so can be represented by diagonal matrices. To do this, rather than expanding in the weight space basis, let us expand in the basis natural when SO(3) acts on R 3 , 7 in which case we find
Since we must also impose that g r = 1, we see these holonomies can only occur for r even.
Then if we exapand the components of the chiral field of R-charge R in this basis, we find its contribution can be written as
χ (m, z) was defined in (2.10), and we have used the fact that the −1 eigenvalues of R(g) correspond to m = r/2. Since R(g) = {e
Note that there is no remaining integral over z to perform in this case, since all other almost commuting holonomies are gauge equivalent to this one. In general, for each ν, there will be a discrete sum over g and integral over h corresponding to gauge-inequivalent solutions to (2.18).
Flat connections, holonomies, and principal bundles
In the previous sub-section we introduced the discrete parameter, ν, labeling classes of solutions to (2.18). Here we will see that ν turns out to contain information about the topological type of the principal G-bundle over L(r, 1) × S 1 on which this flat connection lives. We will introduce an additional parameter, µ, such that the pair (µ, ν) completely specifies the (flat) bundle over L(r, 1) × S 1 . We can then organize the computation of the partition function into a sum over contributions Z µ,ν from each of these G-bundles. To do this we must describe how the holonomies g and h are related to the topological data classifying the bundle.
As a warm up, let us classify the principal bundles over L(r, 1). The principal Gbundles over any three manifold M 3 are classified by an element of
can be thought of as measuring the obstruction to extending a trivialization of the bundle from the 1-skeleton of M 3 to the 2-skeleton; since π 2 (G) = 0 there is then no further obstruction to extending it to all of M 3 . In particular, for a simply connected group there is only the trivial bundle over M 3 . In the case G = SO(N ) this characteristic class of the bundle is known as the second Stiefel-Whitney class, and we will often refer to this class as a Stiefel-Whitney class for general G.
Now consider the lens space, L(r, 1). We will need to compute its second cohomology with coefficients in an arbitrary abelian group A. For this purpose, we note it has a cell structure with one 1-cell and one 2-cell, where the boundary of the latter is attached to the former by the r-fold covering map. Thus the relevant maps between chain groups fit into the following diagram:
In particular, the first homology group is Z r . Dualizing this with Hom( , A), we obtain maps:
where now the map r * sends an element a ∈ A to a r and Hom(Z, A) ∼ = A. For simplicity we will subsequently also denote this map by r. Thus we find:
When A = π 1 (G), we expect that there is a principal G-bundle for every choice of an element in this group. Moreover, each such bundle supports a flat connection, and there is a map from the holonomy of this connection around γ, which is some element of G we will denote by g, to the element w ∈ H 2 (L(r, 1), π 1 (G)) labeling the bundle. To determine this correspondence, let us take G ∼ = G/H as before, with H ∼ = π 1 (G). Then g r = 1, which implies that g r is an element of H. However,g was not uniquely determined, rather we are free to multiply it by any element of H, which shiftsg r by an element of H r . Thus, given g, we can uniquely define µ ∈ H/H r as
We claim this corresponds precisely to the characteristic class of the bundle on L(r, 1) in
Let us move on to L(r, 1) × S 1 . Since π 3 (G) is non-trivial, there is an additional invariant of a principal G-bundle over a four-manifold, M 4 , namely, the instanton number, which may be non-trivial even when we consider the simply connected groupG. However, there are still bundles which are G-bundles but do not lift toG-bundles, and these are again labeled by a class in the second cohomology. By a similar computation as above, 8 we find
where the second factor is the kernel of the map r from A to A which takes an element to its rth power.
Again we can label the bundles by the flat connections they admit. 9 Defining µ as above, it corresponds to the first factor in H 2 (L(r, 1) × S 1 , H). We claim that the element ν ∈ H we defined in (2.18) corresponds to the second factor in H 2 (L(r, 1) × S 1 , H). To see it is really in the kernel of the map r, note that, by rearranging (2.18), we find:
where we have used the fact that µ and ν lie in the center of G. Thus ν ∈ ker r, and so it is natural to postulate the following correspondence between the holonomies g and h and the characteristic class of the bundle as:
where µ and ν are defined through (2.25) and (2.18). In the appendix this correspondence is shown explicitly in the case of SO(N ) bundles over L(2, 1) ∼ = RP 3 by reducing the associated vector bundles to direct sums of line bundles.
With this in mind, let us now organize the computation of the index to be a sum over sectors labeled by µ and ν, which we denote Z µ,ν . We consider gauge theory with gauge group G ∼ = G/H. First consider the index of the simply connected cover G, which is given as in (2.16) by 8 Namely, the chain complex splits, with another copy of the complex in (2.22) shifted one dimension higher, arising from taking the product with the S 1 cycle. Dualizing this complex gives the second factor in (2.25). 9 In particular, we specialize to zero instanton number. Some of the classes in
only arise for bundles with certain fractional instanton numbers, and so for these classes we will not find any contribution to the index.
In this expression we implicitly have chosen some particular gauge, and in particular the sum is over gauge-inequivalent choices of g and h.
Computing the index of a theory with gauge group G we have less gauge redundancy but should allow more holonomies,
Specifically, the volume of the gauge group G is larger than the the volume of G by |H|,
and since H ×H acts freely on ( g, h), for each choice of g and h in G there are |H| 2 different lifts to G, hence the 1/|H| overall factor above. We have introduced label 0 for the gauge group, as in [17] , denoting that all the sectors are summed with the same weight. One can view this equation as an explicit definition of (2.16) for non-simply connected group. Now we split this into sectors by specifying µ ∈ H/H r and ν ∈ ker r, namely, 
In following sections we will compute explicitly Z µ,ν for a variety of examples.
We have thus organized the computation of the index into a sum of contributions Z µ,ν from the different bundles. Each such bundle has a Stiefel-Whitney class (µ, ν) associated with it. It is important to emphasize, however, that the path integral contribution from a single bundle is not a quantity that is defined by local considerations. In a physical path integral, one must sum over all the bundles. In I G 0 above we have done this while giving equal weight to all the bundles, but more generally we may weigh them with different phases if such phases arise from some local term which can be added to the action. An illustrative example of this is the instanton number: here we are not free to specify a bundle with a chosen instanton number, however we can insert the local term i θ 16π 2 F ∧ F , which weighs the various bundles with instanton number n by a phase e inθ . In the present case we are not sensitive to the theta angle of the theory, since we only get contributions from flat connections. However, one can still include discrete theta angles, as in [17] . These are local terms that depend on the Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle, and can evaluate to non-zero phases even on flat bundles, as the ones above. Thus, depending on the choice of these discrete theta angles, the different sectors Z µ,ν may enter into the partition function multiplied by different phases. Specifically, given a discrete theta angle which assigns a rational number c(w 2 ) to a bundle with the second Stiefel-Whitney class w 2 , we can define,
To take an example which is central in this paper, it was argued in [17] that theories with gauge group SO(N ) admit a discrete theta angle proportional to P 2 (w 2 ). Here
is the Pontryagin square operator. Since π 1 (SO(N )) ∼ = Z 2 , we see from (2.26) that for L(r, 1) × S 1 we only have non-trivial Z 2 cohomology for r even, and so we will specialize to this case in order to be sensitive to this discrete theta angle. Then
, and an element of the second cohomology can be labeled by (µ, ν) as above. We will see in the next section that:
where on the right-hand side the integer is understood to be multiplying the generator of
Then when the gauge group is SO(N ) we may choose either not to insert the discrete theta angle and obtain the so called SO(N ) + theory, or to insert it with a non-zero coefficient, which gives the SO(N ) − theory [17] . To compute the lens index of the SO(N ) − theory, we must then weigh with a minus sign the contribution Z µ,ν corresponding to the class (µ, ν) which has a non-zero Pontryagin square.
Before moving on let us note that, for the purpose of computation, one can always, without loss, specialize toĜ =G/Ĥ, whereĤ is the maximal subgroup of the center of G which acts trivially on the matter. This is because the sectors for any other gauge group G we could choose can be built out of the sectors Z µ,ν forĜ. Namely, if we write G =G/H, then H is subgroup ofĤ, so there are maps
where the former is the inclusion map, and in the latter we use the fact that this maps H r intoĤ r to pass the map through to the quotient groups (however it is important to emphasize that H/H r is not, in general, a subgroup ofĤ/Ĥ r ). We can use these maps to map a choice of (µ, ν) for G to a corresponding choice forĜ. Then we find:
Let us now turn to computing the lens space index in a simple example which illustrates explicitly some of the points discussed here.
su(2) gauge theory
Consider a gauge theory with lie algebra su(2). The simply connected group based on this algebra, SU (2), has a center Z 2 , which acts trivially on the integer spin representations but non-trivially on the half-integer spin ones. Thus if the matter of the theory only comes in representations of integer spin, one may instead choose to consider the group SU (2)/Z 2 .
This gives a different theory, since now one must include additional principal bundles:
namely those which are SU (2)/Z 2 bundles but do not lift to SU (2) bundles.
As described in the previous section the distinction between the various bundles on L(r, 1) × S 1 enters the index in certain algebraic properties of the holonomies g and h around the non-trivial cycles which we labeled by µ and ν in the previous section. In this case, H = Z 2 , and the parameters µ, ν take values in:
In particular, for r odd the lens space index is not sensitive to the difference between SU (2) and SO(3). Thus we focus on the case of r even. Then we see the holonomies g, h can be grouped into four classes determined by µ, ν ∈ {1, −1}.
We now consider the problem of finding pairs of SU (2) matrices satisfying the various conditions (2.25) and (2.18). We pick g to lie in the maximal torus of SU (2). Then we can take
The choices with m even correspond to µ = 1, while those with m odd correspond to µ = −1. Note that m is only determined modulo r by g, however its parity is well-defined since r is even. Next we must find the allowed h. Let us write the most general choice of
Let us first look for solutions with ν = 1, i.e., so that g and h commute. Then the condition that h commute with our choice of g leaves h 11 and h 22 arbitrary, but forces:
Thus either h 12 = h 21 = 0, in which case h is in the maximal torus, or e 2πim/r = 1, i.e.,
But in the latter case there is now a larger residual gauge symmetry which allows us to rotateh into the maximal torus, and so we may always assume h is diagonal. We write it as
(3.5)
Next we look for solutions with ν = −1, i.e., such that h anticommutes with our choice of g. This time we are forced to set h 11 = h 22 = 0, as well as
Since h is an SU (2) matrix, we cannot also set h 12 and h 21 to zero, and so we must impose
Now any choices of h 12 and h 21 will lead to an anti-commuting matrix. However, for this matrix to lie in SU (2) we must impose h 12 h 21 = −1. Moreover, we are still free to conjugate this matrix by any element of the maximal torus, since this preserves g, and all
allowed choices of h are related by such a conjugation. Thus there is a single point in the space of flat connections on this bundle, and we may take, e.g. Let us discuss how the contributions of (µ, ν) = (±1, −1) sectors are computed.
Although the holonomies do not commute in SU (2), they do commute in SO (3), and so can be simultaneously diagonalized there. We find, as was also mentioned in the previous section, that for some convenient choice of basis
Thus, the lens space index for the N = 1 chiral field in the vector (or equivalently, adjoint)
representation of SO(3) with almost commuting holonomies can be written as 10) and the index of the vector multiplet of SO(3) with the almost commuting holonomies is
There is no integral over the choice of h to be taken here, unlike for sectors (±1, 1), since the set of flat connections is a single point. Thus the contribution from sector (±1, −1) is simply a product of contributions from all the chiral and vector fields of the theory.
Following the general discussion of the previous section, we can now write the lens indices of the three possible theories with the su(2) Lie algebra [17] as r = 0 mod 4 :
(3.12) r = 2 mod 4 :
Note that the SU (2) version of the theory receives contributions only from the trivial SO(3) bundle, i.e., the one which lifts to an SU (2) bundle. The theories with SO(N ) ± gauge groups differ by a discrete theta angle parameter, which weighs the contribution Z µ,ν for which P 2 (µ, ν) is non-zero with a factor ±1. However, in the present case, N = 3, these sectors are absent, and so the indices for the SO(3) ± theories are equal. This follows from the fact that they are related by a shift of the theta angle by θ → θ + 2π. Since the index is not sensitive to the θ angle, it does not distinguish theories which are related in this way. We will see a similar effect when we discuss SU (N )/Z N theories in section 5.
However, there is a non-trivial difference between the SU (2) calculation and the SO(3) ± one, with the latter involving the almost commuting holonomies.
If we have a duality which exchanges theories with different global structures, it will imply certain identities among the various indices above. Let us now demonstrate this by performing explicit computations of the lens space index for su(2) gauge theories, first for N = 4 SYM and then for N = 1 SQCD.
N = 4 su(2) super Yang-Mills Theory
As our first example of matching lens indices across dualities, consider N = 4 super Yang Mills (SYM) theory with Lie algebra su (2) . Here the theory contains a vector multiplet and 3 chiral multiplets in the adjoint representation. In the N = 1 notation, the latter have R-charge 2/3. Since the matter is in the adjoint representation, which is not acted on by the center, this is an example of a theory where we can allow non-trivial bundles. Indeed this is true of N = 4 SYM for any gauge group, and we will study more examples in section 5.
As discussed in detail in [17] , there are several different versions of N = 4 SYM with a given Lie algebra. First one makes a choice of the gauge group, SU (2) or SO(3) in our case. Second, in the case of SO(3) a discrete theta parameter can be turned: value 0 of which corresponds to theory SO(3) + and value 1 to SO(3) − . These choices are correlated with a choice of allowed line operators in the given theory. S-duality, which exchanges electric and magnetic charges, can be seen to map the SU (2) theory to the SO(3) + theory, while mapping the SO(3) − theory to itself.
Let us now turn to the lens index computation for these three theories. The contributions of the four sectors, labeled by (µ, ν), take the following explicit form
(1, 1) :
(3.14)
Here u i are fugacities coupling to a combination of the N = 4 R-symmetry. We defined Our results hold for any value of the fugacities but here we have refined the index only with p = q = x for brevity. It is easy to see that the following equality holds
On the left-hand-side we have the lens space index of the theory with gauge group SU (2) and on the right-hand-side we have the theory with gauge group SO(3) + . In this case the index of SO(3) + is the same as the one for SO(3) − , as expected, since Z 1,−1 = 0. This equality is a confirmation of N = 4 S-duality.
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Next let us give also the result for r = 4. This is also consistent with S-duality since as one can check that the following holds
N = 1 so(3) Seiberg Duality
Let us now discuss the Seiberg duality of Spin(3) N = 1 SQCD with N f = 2, i.e., with two chiral fields in the vector representation of Spin(3). This theory is dual to SO(3) − SQCD with N f = 2 with additional singlet mesonic fields with a superpotential [7] . The charges of the singlet mesons here are consistent with a mass term and thus they do not contribute to the computation of the lens space index. Thus, as opposed to the N = 4 model discussed above we have one less chiral field and different R-charges. At the level of the lens space index the current case can be obtained from the former one by tuning 10 Attached to this paper is a Mathematica notebook using which one can generate the results for any values of r and with a maximal set of fugacities turned on. 
Consistently with Seiberg duality we find
The left-hand side is the index of the theory with SU (2) gauge group and the right-hand side is the index of the theory with SO(3) − gauge group (which again is the same as
Equipped with the technology of how to compute lens space index for theories with a non simply connected group we now turn to state our main results.
so(N c ) Seiberg duality
We are now ready to discuss more intricate dualities recently suggested in [17] . We start with Seiberg duality relating N = 1 gauge theories with so(N c ) Lie algebra and vector flavors [7, 26] .
On side A of the duality we have so(N c ) SQCD with N f flavors, Q i , in the vector representation, and no superpotential. The R-charge of the quark flavors
. On side B of the duality we have so(N f − N c + 4) SQCD with N f vector flavors,
gauge singlets M ij , and a superpotential W = M qq. The R-charges of the dual quarks are R q = 1 − R Q , and the singlets M ij have R-charge R M = 2 R Q . It has been argued in [17] that there are actually three different dualities with this matter content and Lie algebra differing by the global structure of the gauge group and discrete theta angle parameters,
The lens indices of the dual pairs should match. As in the previous section, to be able to see the global structure of the gauge group we must work on L(r, 1) × S 1 with even r.
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Then, as discussed after (2.35), the lens indices of the different theories with so(N c ) Lie algebra are given by It is useful to define the following quantities
The dualities (4.1) imply thus the following identities. First for r = 2 mod 4
The variables with the tilde are for the dual theory. There is a simple solution to this equations
The last equality does not follow from (4.4) but in fact we find that this is exactly the solution realized in practice. We will comment on this fact in the summary section. For r = 0 mod 4 we similarly obtain
The solution to these equations which is realized in practice is
Note that this is different from (4.5). From now on we will quote the results for, and implicitly assume that, r = 2 unless otherwise explicitly stated. The fact that the above identities hold is a highly non trivial check of the dualities (4.1).
Let us now write explicit expressions for the Z µ,ν s and then use those to check (4.5). As above, we will quote the results for the index with a single fugacity x for the sake of brevity.
All our results hold with maximal set of fugacities turned on. An interested reader can generate these using the supplemented Mathematica notebook.
The computation of Z 1,1
By definition Z 1,1 is defined as a sum over Spin(N c ) holonomies, i.e. µ = ν = 1. Let us write N c = 2n + ǫ, where n is the rank of the group, and ǫ = 0 or 1. Then for the so(2n + ǫ) theory this sector is given by: 
Here ||m|| equals m if 0 ≤ m ≤ r/2 and equals r − m if r/2 ≤ m < r. The R-charge R is either R Q or R q depending on the side of the duality. The Haar measure ∆
where |W m,n,ǫ | is the size of the unbroken Weyl group determined by demanding
The computation of Z −1,1 12 A simple example of this factor can be seen by considering su(2) duality of the previous section in so(3) language. In su(2) language the commuting holonomies when r = 2 are m = (0, 0), (1, 1), (
) (in the notations of the previous section these are m = 0, 1, (2) language, but (1, 0, 1) lifts to two elements related by Weyl symmetry, (
) and (
).
Here we sum over holonomies which have µ = −1 and ν = 1. For so(2n + ǫ) theory Z −1,1 is given by
The computation of Z ±1,−1
Here we have to sum over holonomies with ν = −1. A procedure of doing so for arbitrary groups was discussed in [25, 24] . We claim that the answer for the so(N c ) case is given by a simple generalization of the procedure for doing so we discussed in the previous section for SO (3) We thus can write Z 1,−1 as follows
(4.14)
Here ∆ is given by
with δW m,n,ǫ defined by demanding
In the same way Z −1,−1 is given by In particular the equality of the lens indices with Spin(6) and SO(6) + gauge groups Example II: so(6) ←→ so(6) dualities
Next we consider duals of so (6) The different so(6) N f = 7 (with mesons) sectors contribute as follows Example IV: so(5) ←→ so(7) dualities
The different so(7) N f = 8 (no mesons) sectors contribute as follows Example V: so(6) ←→ so (7) dualities
The different so(7) N f = 9 (no mesons) sectors contribute as follows The different so(6) N f = 9 (with mesons) sectors contribute as follows To summarize, as can be explicitly deduced from the tables above, the identities (4.5)
following from dualities (4.1) are satisfied in all quoted examples.
S-duality of N = 4 SYM with su(N ) Lie algebra
In this section we study the lens space index of N = 4 gauge theories, and in particular we perform certain checks of S-duality. This is a non-perturbative duality which exchanges the gauge group G with its Langlands dual G L . In the non-simply laced case, in general, the Lie algebra of G L is different from that of G, and so the matching of the supersymmetric index already provides a non-trivial test of the duality [11, 13] . However, in the simply laced case, the only difference between G and G L is in their global structure, so we must go to the lens space index to find a non-trivial test of this duality.
In this section we will restrict the discussion to the case of gauge groups based on su(N ) Lie algebra since it is rich enough to illustrate the general features, but simple enough so that the discussion can be made accesible and explicit. The matter here is in the adjoint representation of su(N ), and thus we can discuss a wide variety of theories differing by the global structure of the group and/or by choices of discrete theta parameters:
or, in the language of [17] , by the choice of line operators. We considered the relatively simple case of su (2) theories above, and here will see that the higher rank cases exhibit much more interesting series of duality moves that exchange the various global structures described in [17] . As will be shown the computation of the lens space index gives the same result for different theories in the same S-duality orbit, while giving, at least in some case, different results for different orbits.
Classifying holonomies for the su(N ) theories.
Let us start the discussion by studying the different sectors contributing to the lens space index in the case the Lie algebra is su(N ). We will derive all the needed ingredients for the lens space index computation in this sub-section and then in the next subsection admix these to the general prescription of the previous sections to show that the index of the N = 4 SYM gauge theories is quite non-trivially consistent with S-duality.
The simply connected group with Lie algebra su(N ) is SU (N ), and its center is Z = Z N . Since we will be studying theories with matter which is not charged under the full center, we can concentrate without loss on the gauge group G being the maximal quotient, SU (N )/Z N : the holonomies contributing to any other SU (N )/Z d =N can be determined using (2.37). Thus, following (2.30), to compute Z µ,ν we would like to find all gauge-inequivalent pairs of SU (N ) elements g, h satisfying
where µ ∈ Z/Z r and ν ∈ ker(r). In the present case both of these groups are isomorphic to Z s , where s = (N, r), the greatest common divisor of N and r. Let us define ζ N = e 2πi/N .
Then it is convenient to define integers k and ℓ by
where the identification on µ and the condition ν r = 1 allow us to write:
so that we can take k,l ∈ {0, ..., s − 1}. Let us see which choices of k andl can actually occur.
First, ifl = 0, then g and h can be simultaneously diagonalized, and we can solve the first equation in (5.1) for any k by writing, for integers m i ,
Here we impose i m i + k = 0 (mod r) so g has determinant one. We can fix the residual gauge (Weyl) symmetry by imposing r > m 1 ≥ ... ≥ m N ≥ 0. The contribution of a chiral multiplet in the adjoint representation from this holonomy can be written using the standard weight basis as 5) where the prefactor comes from the contribution of the Cartan. There is a similar contribution for the vector multiplet. In addition, the Haar measure is given by
Here |W m,N | is the size of the un-broken Weyl group determined by demanding that the measure integrates to one. Note that the dependence on µ = ζ N k enters the computation of the index through the constraint i m i + k = 0 (mod r). Shifting k by N or r does not affect this constraint, so the parameter k is really defined modulo s = (N, r).
Now let us consider solutions to (5.1) for non-trivial ν, i.e., almost commuting holonomies. To do this, it will be useful to introduce the so-called "clock" and "shift" matrices,
Here ǫ N is picked to ensure these have unit determinant. We will take:
These are relevant because they satisfy:
If (N, ℓ) = 1, then these are the unique U (N ) matrices, up to simultaneous conjugation and scalar multiplication, which satisfy A B = ζ N ℓ B A. This can be proved by an argument analogous to that used in section 3 for the case N = 2. More generally, if we write (N, ℓ) = d, we find the solutions to 10) can be written as: 12) where w and z should be picked so these have determinant one, namely, they can each be any N th root of unity. In principle we should sum over all such choices. However, note there is a residual Weyl symmetry, namely, conjugation by S N , which preserves the form of these matrices but has the effect of taking w → wν. Since ν generates all the N th roots of unity, by repeatedly applying this transformation we range over all these choices of w, so they are all Weyl-equivalent, and so we should only count one of them, say, w = 1.
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Now consider the second equation in (5.1). Since ν r = ζ N ℓr = 1 and w r = 1, we find:
This is a generalization of the mod 4 dependence of the solutions to (5.1) we encountered in the SU (2) case in section 3.
Before proceeding to general d, let us see how to compute the contribution to the index from these holonomies. Again consider an adjoint chiral multiplet. The action of g andh is no longer diagonal in the usual weight basis, so we must pass to a different one. Recall that if e i denotes the usual basis of C N on which SU (N ) acts, then the usual weight basis for the adjoint is E i,j = e i ⊗ e j * , where we should quotient out by the trace part i E i,i . However, the appropriate basis here will be
where now we drop F 0,0 , which represents the trace part. Then we find
Thus the contribution to the index of an adjoint chiral multiplet is (noting the eigenvalue of g can be written as e 2πinℓ(r/N)/r , where r/N is an integer by assumption), 16) where the prime denotes that we exclude m = n = 0 in the product. As in the SU (2) case, this contribution is an isolated point, and there is no further integral or sum that must be performed, although now there are N − 1 inequivalent sectors labeled by ℓ. 13 The sum over different liftsh of h introduces a factor of N which is canceled by a corresponding factor coming from the volume of the gauge group, as in (2.30). Thus we may also specialize to a single choice of z, say, z = 1.
Now we return to the problem of finding solutions to (5.1) for general d = (ℓ, N ). Note that for a given d > 0 to contribute, r must be a multiple of N/d in order that ν r = 1.
From (5.11) we can write:
Here g d and h d are U (d) matrices, and in order thatg andh have determinant 1, these must have determinant an (N/d)th root of unity. By conjugation we may take both to be diagonal, and write:
Now let us impose the second condition in (5.1). In order forg r to be a scalar matrix, both g d r and C ℓ/d,N/d r must be scalar matrices. The latter condition follows already from ν r = 1, and the former means that we can write:
where the m i are integers, andk will be determined in a moment. The condition that g d has determinant an (N/d)th root of unity gives:
For this to have solutionsk must be an integer multiple of N/d. Then µ is given by:
which, after a short computation, means that we can write k as
From this formula we can see that, in general, there is a shift similar to the one we saw above. This shift is by s/2 and occurs when N/d is even and 
We can use this freedom to shift all of the m i to lie between 0 and rd N − 1. To summarize, the Weyl-inequivalent solutions to (5.1) for a given µ = ζ N k and ν = ζ N ℓ are given by:
where we sum over integers m i with Now let us describe how to compute the contributions Z µ,ν to the lens space index. As before, to diagonalize the matricesg andh in the adjoint representation we must pass to an appropriate basis. Such a basis turns out to be a tensor product of the usual weight basis and the basis used in (5.14), and is spanned by F m,n;i,j , m, n = 1, .., N/d, i, j = 1, ..., d.
We find g ·F m,n;i,j = e 2πinℓ/N+(m i −m j )/r F m,n;i,j , h·F m,n;i,j = e 2πimd/N z i z j −1 F m,n;i,j . (5.26)
Here the trace part is given by i F 0,0;i,i , and we should drop the corresponding eigenvalue of 1. Thus the contribution of an adjoint field from this holonomy is 27) where the denominator removes the contribution of the trace part. The Haar measure is given here by
Finally let us discuss how these sectors are arranged to form the partition functions of the various choices for the global group structure. Recall in [17] it was argued there is a theory (SU (N )/Z d ) n for d a divisor of N and n = 0, ..., d − 1. 14 These differ by adding a term of the following form to the action:
where P 2 /2 is a certain squaring operation which takes the class
For the case d = N , we find it natural to conjecture: 
Thus this conjecture is consistent with the observation that flat connections only exist whenk ℓ = 0 (mod N ).
For general d, note that only those bundles withk and ℓ a multiple of N/d lift to SU (N )/Z d bundles, so that we may write:
wherek,l live in Z d . Then we find, using (5.30):
With this in mind, we can write the partition function for (SU (N )/Z d ) n as:
Recall that the lens space index is not sensitive to the (ordinary) theta angle of the theory. However, the choice of (SU (N )/Z d ) n may be changed as we take θ → θ + 2π, specifically, one finds, in the case d = N [17] : 
Sample computations for su(N ) N = 4 SYM
Now let us turn to the theory we are interested with in this section, N = 4 SYM with gauge group based on Lie algebra su(N ). As above, the field content consists of the N = 1 vector multiplet along with three N = 1 adjoint chiral multiplets, which can be weighed with fugacities u a , a = 1, 2, 3, satisfying a u a = 1. Then the sectors Z µ,ν can be written most conveniently in terms ofk and ℓ as,
Let us now compute this in several examples. For simplicity we specialize to p = q = x and u a = 1. As our first example, we compute the sectors Zk The partition functions for the various choices of gauge groups are then computed from (5.34) as:
These choices of gauge group are all related by various actions of the S-duality group, and their equality is a non-trivial test of this duality.
As an example with composite N , we compute the lens space index for su(6) on I SU(6) = a = 80 + 516x 2/3 + 2568x 4/3 + . . . , Once again theses are all related under actions of the S-duality group, and as a result they are all equal.
Finally let us do an example where there are multiple S-duality orbits, namely, su(4).
Since this is the same as so (6), it also serves as a test of the S-duality for an SO(N ) gauge group. We find Here the S-duality group has two orbits [17] , one containing (SU (4)/Z 2 ) 0 and another containing all the other choices. Indeed, we can see that the indices within a given orbit agree, although they disagree for the different orbits.
Brief summary of the results and comments
Let us summarize the results of this paper. We have discussed in some detail the computation of the lens space index for gauge theories with non-simply connected groups.
Important new ingredients of the computation, which do not appear in the case of the simply connected gauge groups, are the "almost" commuting holonomies. We have suggested how to define the computation for such holonomies by extending the known prescription for commuting ones. The technology of computing the lens space index was then put to work in the cases of N = 1 gauge theories related by IR Seiberg dualities and N = 4 conformal S-dualities. We have further discussed how lens space index distinguishes versions of gauge theories differing by discrete (topological) theta angle parameters. In particular in all cases considered we found perfect agreement with the results of [17] : the lens indices satisfy intricate identities following from different duality patterns depending on the discrete theta parameters and/or global properties of the gauge group. The existence of such identities is a highly non-trivial test of the suggested dualities.
Let us mention several possible directions for future work. First, a better understanding of the connection between the discrete theta parameters in presence of torsion cycles and their precise relation to the discrete electric and magnetic charges as discussed in [23, 27] is desirable. It is likely that the presence of such torsion cycles may make the analysis more subtle than in the non-torsion case [28, 29] . We believe such an understanding will clarify the extra identities that we found were satisfied by the index, i.e., they may correspond to identities following from dualities of the indices refined with such discrete electric and magnetic charges. Alternatively, it should be interesting to consider such relation for the partition functions on manifold with no torsion cycles and (at least) two non-torsion cycles, e.g. T 2 × S 2 , once the technology of computing such partition functions is developed. It would be also interesting to study whether the lens space index can teach us something interesting about global properties of the flavor structure of N = 2 theories related by Gaiotto's dualities. Some aspects of the lens space index of these theories were recently studied in [30, 31] .
On more technical note several gaps in computation of lens indices should be addressed. First, the prescription for computing lens indices should be extended to cases where a holonomy for a global symmetry with global anomaly is turned on. This will provide more refined checks of dualities than discussed here. It will be conceptually beneficial to understand this issue and the computation of the index in presence of almost commuting holonomies by explicitly localizing the path integral. Yet another issue in need of a better understanding is the relation of the lens space index in the large r limit and the 3d supersymmetric index of the dimensionally reduced theory.
where x is the 1-cycle in RP 3 , which we have called γ in section 2, and y is the 1-cycle of S 1 . In particular, the second cohomology group is Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 , generated by x 2 and xy.
Next we use the following fact: the total Stiefel-Whitney class of a direct sum of vector bundles over a manifold M is the product of the total Stiefel-Whitney class of each bundle. In particular, if we can show a vector bundle is equivalent to a direct sum of line bundles, one simply needs to compute the product of the Stiefel Whitney classes of these line bundles, which have the form 1 + w 1 , where w 1 is the first Stiefel-Whitney class. To compute w 1 for a line bundle, suppose we give it a connection, and without loss we may take it to be an O(1) connection. Then for each cycle generating a Z 2 factor in H 1 (M, Z 2 ), one can pick up a factor of ±1 in the line bundle as one traverses the cycle. Then w 1 of the bundle is given by the sum of the generators corresponding to those cycles where this factor is −1. Let us now relate this to the solutions we found above, classified by µ and ν. Recall that g 2 = 1, so g is gauge equivalent to a holonomy which is diagonal with ±1 entries.
For h this is not the case. However, if we can change the connection so as to continuously deform h while preserving g h = h g, it must lie on the same bundle. In particular, if
we can deform h to a diagonal matrix with ±1 entries, then we can argue the bundle is equivalent to a direct sum of line bundles, and use the formula above.
For ν = 1, g and h could both be taken in the maximal torus, so we can continuously deform h to the identity while preserving g h = h g. Suppose there are 2m eigenvalues of −1 in g (note this must be even since g has determinant 1), which implies that µ =g 2 = (−1) m .
Then we find, Once again, µ = (−1) m . To summarize, the dictionary between (µ, ν) and the StiefelWhitney class is,
which agrees with the general correspondence of (2.28).
